Via Zoom 12-1:15pm
Attend: Marcia Owen, Andrea Hudson, Jatoia Potts, Mike Sistrom, Dwayne Campbell,Rose
Werth, Kelly Andrews, Renee Shaw, and Kimberly Davis (community member, works w/ A.
Philip Randolph Institute)
Muffin updated us on the SRO issue we discussed last week. She and the family received a
copy of the MOU between the DCSO and the DCSs for the SRO program. According to Muffin’s
reading of the MOU, the SRO in question should not have even been eligible to serve as a SRO
given his prior DPD employment history. Muffin is waiting on the family to tell her how they wish
to proceed. Dwayne recommended Muffin work with Tyler Ferguson, SRO RT member, who is
also an attorney.
Renee Shaw concurred with Mike that the CLS RT should keep Mental Health Court on our
agenda for later in the summer as part of our examination of specialty courts. The SUI’s
updated report noted areas for expansion, but did not identify specific solutions, as that was not
the purpose of the report. Renee said it will be best for us to wait until the summer, though, as
that will give her more time to see how the recently awarded grant for MHC expansion will begin
to be implemented and thus where other expansions in services might be needed.
We spent the remainder of the meeting going over the follow up questions Mike had come up
with on the MDP program based on the UI’s evaluation of the MDP with Kelly Andrews (See
separate Google Document, MDP Follow Up, for more detail.) We will finish that discussion on
Wednesday, March 2. Other RT members should have a chance to review the UI evaluations
and add their comments or questions to that Google Document before we meet on the 2nd.
We also agreed that we want to keep adding a new DUI Court in Durham on our agenda as part
of our continued examination of the specialty courts. That’s on our work plan for later in the
summer.
Jatoia said she still felt ready for us to get into the Family Court topic in March. She will come to
the meeting on the 2nd prepared to recruit help in getting that process started.
Time permitting on the 2nd, we will begin the discussion of post-arrest diversion expansion.
There is information on the DA’s current Post-Arrest Diversion (PAD) program in the 2021 DA's
Office Annual Report. So it will help if everyone can review that DA annual report by the 2nd.
There is a copy of that report in the Resource Documents folder in the CLS RT Google Drive
folder.

